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Abstract 

In this paper: we devise a new data mining algorithm 
which involves mining for user moving patterns in a mobile 
computing environment, and utilize the mining results to de- 
velop data allocation schemes so as to improve the overall 
performance of a mobile system. First, we devise an al- 
gorithm to capture the fiequent user moving patterns fiom 
a set of log data in a mobile environment. Then, in light 
of mining results of user moving patterns and the proper- 
ties of data objects, we develop data allocation schemes for 
proper allocation ofpersonal data. Two personal data al- 
location schemes, which explore different levels of mining 
results, are devised: one utilizes the set level of movingpat- 
terns and the other utilizes the path level of moving patterns. 
Performance of these data allocation schemes is compara- 
tively analyzed. It is shown by our simulation results that 
the user moving patterns is very important in devising effec- 
tive data allocation schemes which can lead to signiJcant 
performance improvement in a mobile computing system. 

1 Introduction 

Due to recent technology advances, an increasing num- 
ber of users are accessing various information systems via 
wireless communication. Such information systems as 
stock trading, banking, wireless conferencing, are being 
provided by information services and application providers 
[8][12][18][13], and mobile users are able to access such 
information via wireless communication from anywhere at 
any time [3][7][17]. 

For cost-performance reasons, a mobile computing sys- 
tem is usually of a distributed server architecture [12], in 
which a service area, refemng to the converge area where 
the server can provide services to mobile users, contains one 
or many cells where a cell refers to a communication area 

covered by a base station. In general, mobile users tend to 
submit transactions to servers nearby for execution so as to 
minimize the communication overhead incurred [12] [16]. 
The properties of data objects accessed by mobile users 
can usually be divided into two types: the read-intensive 
type (or read type) and the update-intensive type (or update 
type). Data objects are assumed to be stored at srevers to 
facilitate coherency control and also for memory saving at 
mobile units [lS][19]. Since the architecture of a mobile 
computing system is distributed in nature, data replication 
is helpful because it is able to improve the execution perfor- 
mance of servers and facilitate the location lookup of mo- 
bile users [11][16][18][19]. The replication scheme of a 
data object involves how many replicas of that object to be 
created, and to which servers those replicas are allocated. 
Clearly, though avoiding many costly remote accesses, the 
approach of data replication increases the cost of data stor- 
age and update. Thus, it has been recognized as an impor- 
tant issue to strike a compromise between access efficiency 
and storage cost when a data allocation scheme is devised. 

It is noted that various data allocation schemes have been 
extensively studied in the literature [ 181 [ 191. However, the 
data allocation schemes for traditional distributed databases 
are mostly designed in static manners, and the user moving 
pattems, which are particularly relevant to a mobile com- 
puting system where users travel between service areas fre- 
quently, were not fully explored. As mentioned above, the 
server is expected to take over the transactions submitted by 
mobile users and static data allocation schemes may suffer 
severe performance problems in a mobile computing sys- 
tem. An example scenario is given in Figure 1 where we 
assume that the data are replicated statically at sites A, F, 
K, and P under the data allocation schemes for traditional 
distributed databases, and the mobile user U1 is found to 
frequently travel in service areas of A, B and C (i.e., {A, B, 
C} is called the moving pattem of mobile user Ul). It can 
be seen that the advantage of having replicas on F, K and P 
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Figure 1. The network architecture of a mobile 
computing system 

cannot be fully taken by mobile user UI, and the extra cost 
of maintaining those replicas is not justified by the moving 
pattern of user U1. In order to improve the system perfor- 
mance, efficient data allocation schemes based on moving 
patterns of mobile users are very important in a mobile com- 
puting environment. This is the very problem we shall ad- 
dress in this paper. Consequently, we shall explore in t h s  
paper the approach of mining user moving patterns in a mo- 
bile computing environment and utilize the mining results 
to develop data allocation schemes. Note that the data allo- 
cation scehemes devised not only utilize the mining results 
but also consider the properties of data objects for improv- 
ing the overall performance of a mobile system. 

Specifically, for the development of data allocation 
schemes, we shall first devise an algorithm to capture the 
frequent user moving patterns from a set of log data (re- 
ferred to as moving log) in a mobile environment. It is 
worth mentioning that to fully explore the temporal locality, 
which refers to the feature that consecutive movements of a 
mobile user are likely to fall into similar sites, the mining 
algorithm devised is enhanced in such a way that it is able 
to focus on the recent moving patterns within an adjustable 
window size (referred to as retrospective factor) when de- 
riving user moving patterns. As such, by avoiding gener- 
ating user moving patterns for every single movement of 
individual mobile users, the frequent user moving patterns 
can be obtained much more efficiently without compromis- 
ing the quality of results obtained. 

Then, in light of mining results of user moving pat- 
terns, we devise data allocation schemes that can utilize 
the knowledge of user moving patterns for proper alloca- 
tion of personal data (referring to those data only accessible 
by each individual data owner). By employing the data al- 
location schemes devised, the occurrences of costly remote 
accesses can be minimized and the performance of a mo- 
bile computing system is thus improved. Two personal data 
allocation schemes, which explore different levels of min- 

ing results and properties of data objects, are devised: one 
utilizes the set level of moving patterns and the other uti- 
lizes the path level of moving patterns. As can be seen later, 
the former is useful for the allocation of read data objects, 
whereas the latter is good for the allocation of update data 
objects. Performance of these data allocation schemes is 
comparatively analyzed and sensitivity analysis on several 
design parameters, including the retrospective factor, is con- 
ducted. It is shown by our simulation results that the knowl- 
edge obtained from the user moving patterns is very impor- 
tant in devising effective data allocation schemes which can 
lead to significant performance improvement in a mobile 
computing system. 

Various data mining capabilities have been explored in 
the literature [4]. One of the most important data min- 
ing problems is mining association rules in transaction 
databases [1][6]. Also, mining classification rules is an 
approach to develop rules that can efficiently classlfy data 
items based on certain features [ 151. Mining sequential pat- 
terns is the study to explore the knowledge of ordered data 
[2][ 101. Though dealing with various mining capabilities, 
these prior results were not applicable to mining user mov- 
ing patterns in a mobile environment. 

In addition, a siguficant amount of research efforts has 
been elaborated upon issues of data allocation in distributed 
systems [18][19]. We mention in passing that the authors 
of [ 191 proposed a data distribution scheme that is based on 
the readwrite patterns of the data objects. Given some user 
calling patterns, the authors of [ 181 proposed an algorithm 
that employed the concept of minimum-cost maximum- 
flow to compute the set of sites where user profiles should 
be replicated. The work in [lS][19] neither fully explored 
the data mining capability for user moving patterns in a mo- 
bile computing system nor utilized such mining results for 
personal data allocation. These features distinguish this pa- 
per from others. 

This paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are 
given in Section 2. Algorithms for mining user moving 
patterns in a mobile system are devised in Section 3.1 and 
personal data allocation schemes based on user moving pat- 
terns are developed in Section 3.2. Simulation results are 
presented and analyzed in Section 4. This paper concludes 
with Section 5. 

2 Preliminary 

The location management procedure for a mobile com- 
puting system considered in this paper is similar to the one 
in IS-41/GSM [9], which is a two level standard and uses 
a two-tier system of home location register (to be referred 
to as HLR) and visitor location register (to be referred to 
as VLR) databases. Each mobile user is associated with 
an HLR, whose database maintains recent mobile users’ 
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Figure 2. An example of moving patterns in a 
mobile computing system. 

records and their current locations. When a mobile user 
moves out the area maintained by its HLR, a copy of the 
mobile user’s record is created in its local VLR. In addition, 
the record in the HLR is updated to reflect the movement of 
that user. This procedure is referred to as registration. 

In order to capture user moving patterns, a moving log 
is needed. A moving log contains a pair of (old VLR, 
new VLR) in the database when registration occurs. In the 
beginning of a new path, the old VLR is null. For each 
mobile user, we can obtain a moving sequence {(Ol,Nl), 
(02,N2), ... (O,,N,)} from the moving log. 

Consider an illustrative example in Figure 2, where the 
number next to each link represents the sequence of move- 
ments of a mobile user. Thus, the moving log contains the 
moving path for that mobile user. With the assumption 
that backward travels are made for ease of travelling and 
hence need not be considered, algorithm MF in [5] will ter- 
minate the discovery of maximal moving sequences when 
any backward reference occurs. The set of maximal mov- 
ing sequences for this moving path output by algorithm MF 
is {ABCDHG}.  However, such a fragmented moving se- 
quence is of little interest in a mobile environment where 
one would naturally like to know the complete travelling in- 
formation, i.e., {ABCDHGHDCBA} in this case, show- 
ing the very difference between these two environments. 
Note that by taking into consideration the backward trav- 
els, nodes may appear more than once in the same maximal 
moving sequence, and it is necessary to extract these se- 
quences and take their occurrences into account when the 
corresponding user moving patterns are evaluated. Clearly, 
to deal with these problems, as well as to solve such an 
important issue as data allocation which is particularly rel- 
evant to a mobile environment, it is essential to develop a 
new algorithm for mining user moving patterns in a mobile 
computing system. 

3 Data Allocation Schemes Based on Moving 
Patterns 

In Section 3.1, we develop a solution procedure, which 
is composed of a sequence of algorithms in the correspond- 
ing steps, to mine user moving patterns. In light of the user 
moving patterns determined, we develop personal data allo- 
cation schemes in Section 3.2. 

3.1 Mining for Moving Patterns in a Mobile En- 
vironment 

The overall procedure for mining moving patterns is out- 
lined as follows. 
Procedure for mining moving patterns 
Step 1. (Data collection phase) Employing algorithm MM 
(to be described in Section 3.1.1) to determine maximal 
moving sequences from a set of log data and also the oc- 
currence count of moving pairs. 
Step 2. (Mining phase) Employing algorithm LM (to be 
described in Section 3.1.2) to determine large moving se- 
quences for every w maximal moving sequences obtained 
in Step 1, where w is the retrospective factor which is an 
adjustable window size for the recent moving patterns to be 
considered. 
Step 3. (Pattem generation phase) Determine user mov- 
ing patterns from large moving sequences obtained in Step 
2. 

Note that in the data collection phase, the occurrence 
counts of moving pairs are updated on-line during registra- 
tion procedure. For purposes of efficiency, algorithm LM 
is executed to obtain new moving patterns every w maxi- 
mal moving sequences generated. The selection of w will 
be determined empirically in Section 4 later. Also, note that 
after large moving sequences are determined (by Step 2), 
moving patterns can then be obtained in a straightforward 
manner. A moving pattern is a large moving sequence that 
is not contained in any other moving patterns. For exam- 
ple, suppose that {AB, BC, AE, CG, GH} is the set of large 
2-moving sequences and {ABC, CGH} is the set of large 
3-moving sequences. Then, the resulting user moving pat- 
terns are {AE, ABC, CGH}. As users travel, their moving 
patterns can be discovered to reflect the user moving behav- 
iors. 

3.1.1 Finding Maximal Moving Sequences 

Algorithm MM (standing for maximal moving sequence), 
whose algorithmic form is given below, is devised and a p  
plied to moving sequences of each mobile user to determine 
the maximal moving sequences of that user and update the 
occurrence count of moving pairs during registration proce- 
dure. 
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In algorithm MM, Y is used to keep the current maximal 
moving sequence and F is a flag to indicate if a node is re- 
visited. Let DF denote the database to store all the resulting 
maximal moving sequences. Also, S is the home location 
site of a mobile user. According to the roundtrip model con- 
sidered [ 181, the selection of S is either VLR or HLR whose 
geography area contains the homes of mobile users. In Step 
1, moving sequences are obtained from each movement and 
some parameters are initialized. Then, moving sequences 
are scanned in Step 2. A maximal moving sequence is out- 
put and a new maximal moving sequence will be explored 
(by Step 5) if MM finds that Ni in the moving pair (Oi, Ni) 
is the same as the starting site S. Othenvise, Ni is appended 
into Y (by Step 3) and the occurrence count of (Oi,Ni) is 
updated on-line in the database (by Step 4). 
Algorithm M M  /* Algorithm MM for finding maximal mov- 
ing sequences */ 
Step 1. Set i to 1 and string Y to null , where Y is used to 
keep the current maximal moving sequence; 

S is the starting point and set F = 0, where F is a flag 
to indicate if a node is revisited; 
Step 2. while (not end of movings) 

{Set A = Oi andB = N;;  
if (A = S and F = 0) 

SetY = Band F = 1; 
else 

Step 3. {Append B to string Y; 
Step 4. Update the occurrence count of (A,B) in database 

Step 5. if ( B  = S and F = 1) 
D F ;  

{Output string Y to database D F ;  
Set Y to null and F = 0 ; ) ) )  

3.1.2 Finding Large Moving Sequences 

With the maximal moving sequences obtained, we next de- 
termine the large moving sequences. A sequence of k move- 
ments is called a large k-moving sequence if there are a 
sufficient number of maximal moving sequences contain- 
ing this k-moving sequence. Such a threshold number is 
called support in this paper. A large moving sequence can 
be determined from all maximal moving sequences of each 
individual user based on its occurrences in those maximal 
moving sequences. Use intra-sequence count to mean the 
number of occurrences of a moving sequence within a max- 
imal moving sequence, and inter-sequence set of a mov- 
ing sequence to mean the set of maximal moving sequences 
which contain that moving sequence. The count of a large 
moving sequence is the sum of intra-sequence counts from 
its inter-sequence set. We develop algorithm LM (standing 
for large moving sequence) for the determination of large 
moving sequences below. 

Algorithm LM /* Algorithm for finding large moving se- 
quences */ 
Step 1. Determining L2= {large 2-moving sequence} from 
moving pairs in C2; 
Step 2. for ( k  = 3; Lk-1 # 0,  k + +) 

Step 3. for all maximal moving sequence S 
{ c, = L&l* Lk-1; 

{ intra-sequence =sub-sequence(Ck , 5'); 
if (intra-sequence>O) 

S E inter-sequence; 

c.count=c.count+c.intra-sequence; } 
Step 4. for all candidate c E inter-sequence 

Step 5. Lk= { c  E C, I c.count>support }; 
Let Lk represent the set of all large k-moving sequences 

and Ck be a set of candidate k-moving sequences. As 
pointed out in [4], the initial candidate set genetation, es- 
pecically for L2, is the key issue to improve the perfor- 
mance of data mining. Since occurrence counts of mov- 
ing pairs, i.e., C2, were update on-line in the data collection 
phase, L2 can be determined by proper trimming on C2 effi- 
ciently (by Step 1 in algorithm LM), showing the advantage 
of having on-line update in algorithm MM. Also, note that 
c, can be simply generated from Lk-1 * Ll~-~(by Step 2 
in algorithm LM). For example, with the set of Lp being 
{AB, BK}, we have a C3 as {ABK}. As explained above, 
the occurrence count of each k-moving sequence is the sum 
of intra-sequence counts (by Step 3 in algorithm LM) in 
its inter-sequence set (i.e., Step 4 in algorithm LM). Note 
that this step is very different from that in mining the path 
traversal patterns [SI where there are no loops in a moving 
sequence (i.e., the corresponding intra-sequence count is al- 
ways zero). The occurrences of each k-moving sequence in 
Ck are determined for the identification of Lk. After the 
summation of the occurrence counts in the inter-sequence 
set in Step 4, those k-moving sequences with counts ex- 
ceeding the support are qualified as Lk (by Step 5 in LM). 

3.2 Schemes for Personal Data Allocation 

In this section, we propose efficient data allocation 
schemes based on user moving patterns for personal data 
allocation. We first describe in Section 3.2.1 the data allo- 
cation scheme in a fix pattern. Then, we devise two data 
allocation schemes based on two levels of user moving pat- 
terns, explicitly the set level and the path level, in Section 
3.2.2 and in Section 3.2.3, respectively. 

3.2.1 DF (Data Allocation Scheme in a Fixed Pattern) 

In the scheme which allocates data in a fix pattern (referred 
to as scheme DF), the replication sites are determined when 
the database is created. Explicitly, the number of replicated 
sites and the sites at which the personal data can be repli- 
cated are predetermined. Though being adopted in some 
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Table 1. An example profile for illustrating 
data allocation schemes. 

traditional distributed database systems due to its ease of 
implementation [19], scheme DF is not suitable for mo- 
bile computing environments where mobile users move fre- 
quently. In our experimental studies in Section 4, scheme 
DF will be implemented and evaluated for comparison pur- 
poses. 

3.2.2 DS (Data Allocation Scheme based on the Set of 
Moving Patterns) 

In this subsection, the data allocation scheme based on the 
set of moving patterns (referred to as scheme DS) is de- 
scribed. Scheme DS takes advantage of moving patterns so 
as to reduce the number of remote accesses. Consider the 
example profile in Table 1 where the network architecture 
is the one in Figure 1. The set of replicated servers under 
scheme DS is the set of servers determined from moving 
patterns of mobile users. For example, the set of the repli- 
cated server for U1 is the union of moving patterns of U1 
(i.e., {AE}U{ABC}={ABCE}), andthat of U2 is {BCGF}. 
In addition, as will be shown in Section 4, scheme DS is 
able to increase the hit ratio of local data access. 

However, according to scheme DS, more replicated sites 
are employed as the number of sites appearing in user mov- 
ing patterns increases, which, as will be seen in Section 4, 
though reducing the occurrences of remote access signifi- 
cantly, may result in too many sites replicated, thus com- 
promising the overall performance improvement achieved. 
In order to eliminate the cost of maintaining replicated sites, 
we shall take the propelties of data objects into consider- 
ation. Clearly, for a read data object, data replication is 
preferable in order to increase the llkelihood of local reads. 
As a result, scheme DS favors those read-intensive data ob- 
jects. On the other hand, for an update data object, scheme 
DS is not appropriate since scheme DS results in too many 
sites replicated, increasing the costs of update and commu- 
nication. In view of this, we shall investigate the approach 
of utilizing the mining results in the path level, instead of the 
set level as in scheme DS. This will allow us of employing 
the technique of prefetches properly and ensuring the num- 
ber of replicated sites not to exceed a predetermined limit 
(Such a limit is called prefetch size). Using the path level 

knowledge, as a mobile user moves, the personal data can 
be prefetched to the subsequent sites predicated from user 
moving patterns and the advantage of mining user moving 
patterns can be fully exploited. This is the very motivation 
that the design of scheme DP is based on. 

3.2.3 DP (Data Allocation Scheme based on the Path of 
Moving Patterns) 

In this subsection, a data allocation scheme based on 
the paths of moving patterns (referred to as scheme DP) 
is employed to determine the candidate sites for proper 
prefetches. An algorithmic form of scheme DP is given 
below. The number of Pfetch, which is the predetermined 
prefetch size, is the number of replicated sites to obtain. If 
the number of path moving patterns included then, i.e., Pf ,  
is less thanPfetch, scheme DP will use the current site as the 
key to search moving patterns of the mobile user for finding 
the candidate moving patterns to use. After obtaining the 
candidate path moving patterns, scheme DP will determine 
the candidate prefetch sites (by Step 3). Following this pro- 
cedure, the candidate prefetch sites are determined by Step 
2 and Step 3 in scheme DP. As can be seen, the replicated 
sites of DP vaIy when the corresponding user moves. 
Scheme DP: 
Step 1: Search the current site in path moving patterns; 

Update path moving pattems and Pf ,  Where-Pf is 
the number of path moving patterns included thus far; 

/* This procedure will eliminate path moving patterns 
which do not contain the current site */ 
Step 2: while (Pfetch >Pf) /* Pfetch is the predetermined 
prefetch size */ 

{ Search user moving patterns of the corre- 
sponding user by using current site as the key; 

if (found) 

lPfl=lPfl+l; 
Select this moving pattern as a path mov- 

ing pattern;} 
Step 3: Prefetch data on sites predicated from path moving 
patterns; 

Table 2 shows the scenarios under different data alloca- 
tion schemes with the example profile in Table 1. As can 
be seen from the experimental results in Section 4, scheme 
DP performs better than scheme DS in that it can achieve 
the same high local data access hit ratios as DS while in- 
curring a much smaller cost for maintaining replicated sites 
than DS, showing the very advantage of employing the path 
level knowledge to do proper prefetches and thus suitable 
for update data objects. 
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moving path under DF 
U1 with ABCG 
U2 with BCGF AFKP 
U2 with BCDH AFKP 

U2 with BCGF 
U3 with BCDH 
Un with CGH 

Y ~~ ~ I I 

U4 With CGH I AFKP 1 0  

._ - - 

BCGF NE+ Nc+NG+NF 
BCD NE +Nc+ND 
CGK Nc+Nc 

Table 2a. The scenario under DF 

I User with an example I Replicated server I Local data hit 

moving path 
U1 withABCG 
U? with BCGF 

moving path I underDS I ofDS 
U1 withABCG I ABCE I NA+NR+Nc 

under DP of DP 
AE, ABC NE +Nc 
BCGF Nc+Nc+N P 

Table 2b. The scenario under DS 
I User with an example I Replicated servers I Local data hit I 

U3 with BCDH I BCD I NC+ND 
UA with CGH I CGK I Nc: 

I Notation I Definition -1 
I retrospective number of referenced moving paths I factor I for incremental mining 

exploring factor I number of moving paths for a mobile user 
Phnck I backward probability for user movement 

I Pfotrh I me-fetch size for DP I 
I Pfm I percentage of frequent moving mobile users 1 

Table 3. The parameters used in the simula- 
tion. 

moving patterns in LM is called the retrospective factor (de- 
noted by w). The number of moving paths used to analyze 
the performance of data allocation schemes is called the ex- 
ploring factor. The prefetch size used by scheme DP is de- 
noted by Pfetch. Table 3 summaries the definitions of some 
primary simulation parameters. The local hit ratio means 
the percentage that among all data accesses, data can be ob- 
tained from local servers of mobile users, and the support is 
the threshold used to quallfy large moving sequences. 

Table 2c. The scenario under DP 

Table 2. The scenarios under different data 
allocation schemes for personal data alloca- 

4.2 Experiments for Utilizing Personal Data Allo- 
cation 

tion. 

4 Performance Study 

The effectiveness of using the knowledge on user mov- 
ing patterns for data allocation is evaluated empirically in 
this section. The simulation model for the mobile system 
considered is described Section 4.1. Experiments results of 
personal data allocation, including those of DF, DS and DP, 
are shown in Section 4.2. 

4.1 Simulation Model for a Mobile System 

To simulate the servers in a mobile computing system, 
we use a four by four mesh network [14], where each node 
represents one server and there are hence 16 servers in this 
model. It is assumed that there are 100000 mobile users in 
our simulations. A moving path is a sequence of servers ac- 
cessed by a mobile user. The moving behaviors of mobile 
users depend on a probabilistic model. Explicitly, the prob- 
ability that a mobile user moves to the server where this user 
came from is modeled by Pba& and the probability that the 
mobile user routes to the other servers is determined by (1- 
Pb,,k)/(n-l) where n is the number of possible servers t h s  
mobile user can move to. As mentioned before, the number 
of consecutive moving paths employed for mining of user 

The effectiveness of personal data allocation schemes 
based on moving patterns will be evaluated in this subsec- 
tion. We first examine the performance of schemes DF and 
DS in Section 4.2.1, and then evaluate the performance of 
schemes DP in Section 4.2.2. 

4.2.1 Experiments of DF and DS for Personal Data Al- 
location 

To conduct the experiments to evaluate DF and DS, we set 
the value of the retrospective factor to be 10 and the value of 
the support to be 0.4. Both the local hit ratios and the corre- 
sponding server loads of DF and DS are examined with the 
exploring factor vaned. Figure 3 shows the local h t  ratios 
of DF and DS. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the local hit 
ratio of DS is significantly larger than that of DF, showing 
the very advantage of using the knowledge of user moving 
patterns in scheme DS. Note that the local hit ratio of DS 
tends to increase when exploring factor increases. This is 
due to the fact that with a fix support, more moving pat- 
terns are discovered by DS as the value of exploring factor 
increases. 

The sensitivity of varying the values of the retrospective 
factor is next investigated. Specifically, we examine the im- 
pact of varying the retrospective factor to the performance 
of DS. Without loss of generality, we set the values of the 
retrospective factor w to be 10, 20 and 50, and that of the 
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I O  20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 

Exploring factor 

Figure 3. The local hit ratios of DFand DS with 
the exploring factor varied. 

0 50 I W  150 200 250 
Exploring facIw 

Figure 4. The performance of DS with the ret- 
rospective factor w and the exploring factor 
varied. 

support to be 0.4, and examine the performance of DS as w 
varies. Figure 4 shows the cases of using smaller retrospec- 
tive factors will outperform those using larger retrospective 
factors. This can be explained by the feature of temporal lo- 
cality since a larger value of w may involve some obsolete 
moving patterns and thus cannot well predict future mov- 
ing patterns of mobile users. However, as can be seen from 
Figure 5, performance might degrade when the value of w 
is too small to be used as a window size for mining (e.g., 
when w< lo), in which cases, there are insufficient moving 
paths available for determining moving patterns. Clearly, 
the selection of the value of w will be dependent upon the 
temporal locality in the workload and can be determined 
empirically. 

4.2.2 Experiments of DP for Personal Data Allocation 

As described above, using moving pattems in a set level will 
unavoidably cause scheme DS to incur more cost to main- 
tain replicated servers, which is not suitable for update data 
objects. In view of this, scheme DP is designed to exploit 
the user moving pattems discovered in the path level and 
the data is prefetched in accordance with the knowledge dis- 
covered. As shown in Section 4.2.1, scheme DS in general 

Maximal local hit ratio 

I45 

35 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Retrospective factor w 

Figure 5. The maximal local hit ratio with the 
retrospective factor varied. 

I" 

I O  20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100110 
Exploring Factor 

Figure 6. The local hit ratios of DS and DP 
with various exploring factor 

outperforms scheme DF, we shall thus focus on comparing 
the performance of scheme DS and that of scheme DP in 
this subsection. 

Without loss of generality, we set the value of Pfetch to 
be 2 in scheme DP, and the value of the support to be 0.3. 
The local hit ratios of DS and DP with various exploring 
factor are shown in Figure 6. From Figure 6, it can be seen 
that by having the most replicated servers, the local hit ratio 
of DS is larger than that of DP. 

Note, however, that though performing better than DP in 
local hit ratios, DS incurs more cost to maintain data consis- 
tency of replicated servers. A measurement, hitkost ratio, 
is used to represent the local hit ratio gained by having an 
additional replicated server. A larger value of t h s  measure- 
ment means that each replicated server is more efficiently 
used to contribute to the occurrences of local data hits. Fig- 
ure 7 shows the hitkost ratios of DS and DP. Note that DP 
has a larger hitkost ratio than DS, meaning that DP employs 
the approach of data allocation more costeffectively to in- 
crease the local data hit ratio, showing the very advantage 
of using the path level knowledge to do prefetches. 
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Explorlng Factor 

Figure 7. The hithost ratios of DS and DP with 
various exploring factor 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we devised a new data mining algorithm 
which involves mining for user moving patterns in a mobile 
computing environment and utilized the mining results to 
devise data allocation schemes so as to improve the overall 
performance of a mobile system. First, we devised algo- 
rithms (i.e., algorithm MM and LM) to capture the frequent 
user moving patterns from a set of log data in a mobile en- 
vironment. Then, in light of mining results of user moving 
patterns, we devised data allocation schemes that can utilize 
the knowledge of user moving patterns for proper alloca- 
tion of personal data. For personal data allocation, two data 
allocation schemes, which involve different levels of min- 
ing results, have been devised: one utilizes the set level of 
moving patterns (i.e., scheme DS) and the other utilizes the 
path level of moving patterns (i.e., scheme DP). Sensitivity 
analysis on various parameters, including the retrospective 
factor, was conducted and performance of those data alloca- 
tion schemes was comparatively analyzed. It was shown by 
our simulation results that the knowledge obtained from the 
user moving patterns is very important in devising effective 
data allocation schemes whch can lead to significant per- 
formance improvement in a mobile computing system. 
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